
In today’s competitive job scenario, constant upskilling has become a need of the hour. It is imperative 

for working professionals to indulge themselves into learning programs to ensure a promising career 

and stay updated in terms of latest skills and techniques meeting the state of the art industry 

requirements. Executive MBA plays a vital role in this scenario, as it makes learning feasible for 

professionals who have time and travel constraints. It is nearly impossible for a working professional to 

visit the campus and learn; hence blended mode of learning plays an important role here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Executive Post Graduate Programme in Management  (ePGP) with IIM Raipur offers a blend of various 

general management theories, soft skills and analytical methods with real world business scenario cases, 

enabling professionals to learn & grow under the mentorship of the eminent faculty members 

collectively having vast industry experience.  The Institute believes in preparing ethical leaders who are 

not only committed to business, commerce and industry but are also socially conscious towards their 

contributions in nation building and bring in name for the country globally.  

We at Nulearn have strong alumni network, which allows participants to connect with our rich Alumni 

Network and join the constructive social space for like-minded and qualified professionals. IIM Raipur 

follows a continuous evaluation process wherein the participant will be evaluated on the basis of mid-

term & end-term examinations, quizzes, assignments & class participation, making this course one of the 

top online MBA programs of 2020. Given the current market scenario, remote working is the future & 

has surely put a lot of pressure on both employees and the organizations. The course is specifically 

designed in blended mode, allowing the participants to upgrade from the comfort of your space. The 

program offers a safe learning experience, as the classes are broadcast directly to your device, which is 

 

 

 

Why is it imperative for working professionals to pursue MBA from an Institute of Repute? 

https://www.nulearn.in/epgp-iimraipur/


the safest way to learn at the time of Covid-19 Outbreak. You can learn & upgrade from anywhere in the 

world, there is no need to travel to study centers from India’s leading faculties. 

The program is designed extensively, focusing majorly on the functional areas to meet specific career 

goals of the participants. To know more details about the program we request you to visit 

https://www.nulearn.in/epgp-iimraipur/ Still confused about the program? Speak with our professional 

team of advisors at 8800818644 & take an in-depth understanding of the program.  

For Sales Enquiry: connect@nulearn.in 

For Marketing/PR Enquiry: marketing@nulearn.in 

Call Us: +91-8880 099 302 

Office Address: B1/638 A, 3rd Floor, Janakpuri, New Delhi - 110058 
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